On the 23rd of July 1213, John, King of England, formally submitted himself to Pope Innocent III, who in 1206 had elected Stephen Langton Archbishop of Canterbury. John had strongly opposed Langton’s election, and the Pope had firstly declared the Interdict against the English kingdom and later on, in 1212, had excommunicated the king. With the excommunication, Innocent had formally dissolved all the obligations of loyalty which committed subjects to their king. In exchange for his acceptance of Innocent’s election of Langton, John was absolved from excommunication by the archbishop himself, and in that same occasion the king pronounced some kind of oath which was probably a repetition of the coronation oath.¹

John’s act needs to be placed within the peculiar context of the months of his alliance with Otto IV against the King of France, Philip Augustus, and Frederick Hohenstaufen, which had involved him in the struggle to establish a new political order in Latin Europe. Philip’s victory at Bouvines, on the 27th of July 1214, marked a crucial turning point in this historical process.² Since the Pope directly supported the king of France and Frederic II, and in that same 1212, John was also facing the beginning of the internal rebellion of his barons, he decided to put an end to his conflict with Innocent III and to rebuild a solid relationship with the Church to secure his political positions in England. The renewal of the coronation oath, which associated secular and ecclesiastical matters, starting with the solemn promise to grant and maintain the obligations of loyalty which committed subjects to the king, in exchange for his acceptance of Innocent’s election of Langton, John was absolved from excommunication by the archbishop himself, and in that same occasion the king pronounced some kind of oath which was probably a repetition of the coronation oath.³

By linking his submission to the Pope’s decision with the contents of the coronation oath, John was allowing the archbishop to directly intervene in the political conflicts within the kingdom, as the representative of the only legitimate power which was able to determine the mutual duties of the king and the English clergy and aristocracy involved in that oath. It is from this perspective that Langton dealt with the events of John’s reign which will lead, in June 1215, to the Magna Carta.³

This specific event in English medieval history is one of the many examples of the statutes of the oath as a sign and a practice with crucial political consequences. Moreover, the renewal of the coronation oath of July 1213 before the Archbishop of Canterbury evidences how oath-taking in the medieval context was also a religious matter, or at least deals with sacred things and, involving some sort of intervention by the ecclesiastical authority. Between the twelfth and the early thirteenth centuries, the oath was therefore not only an issue discussed by canon and civil lawyers, but it also concerned exegetes and theologians.⁴

Swearing was a basic act in Medieval Europe, being the very basis of the whole legal and political order, as

---

well as of the system of ecclesiastical jurisdiction which had been built by re-framing secular elements such as the oath. This situation was apparently in contradiction with the explicit prohibition of oath-taking stated in the Scripture, both in the Old and New Testaments. Throughout the twelfth century, exegetes and theologians debated the meaning and application of these prohibitions in order to define the sense in which oath-taking is unjust and why certain kinds of oath are legitimate.

By the end of the twelfth century and much more in the first half of the thirteenth century, the issue of the oath was the subject of a more sophisticated theological analysis, being considered together with another genre of taking a solemn promise, that is, a vow. Particularly within the mendicant orders, the vow was at the centre of a growing theological discussion whose aim is to define its features and role, and to analyse similarities and differences with the oath. Among the theologians of the mendicant orders, the Franciscan John of La Rochelle offers one of the first analytical discussions about the vow and its connections with the oath. In his Quaestiones disputatae de legibus he undertakes a close study of vow-taking, and in doing so, he significantly rethinks the concept of the oath, reconsidering not only its features but also its proper subject matter.\(^5\) His text is a precious witness to a crucial turn in the history of the oath as part of the political, legal and religious structures of European civilisation in the Middle Ages. After some general remarks about the status of the oath between the end of the twelfth century and the early thirteenth centuries that will help to define the historical framework of John’s theological thinking, this study will examine how the Franciscan master defined and understood the oath. By investigating the comparison he made between iuramentum and votum, it will be possible to define the major features of his account of the oath.

1. The oath and the Church: the early thirteenth-century theological framework

In his study dedicated to the history of the political oath, Paolo Prodi has stressed the relevance of this practice for the understanding of the legal and institutional history of Europe, suggesting that the medieval discussions established all the essential features of the political oath as the basis for both the legal order and the legitimacy of political authority.\(^5\) Prodi’s perspective combines the historical and sociological approach of Max Weber with Harold Berman’s thesis of the “Papal Revolution” as the key historical event in the definition of the political and religious features of Modern Europe.\(^7\) In doing so, the Italian historian agreed that the understanding of the history of the oath requires not just a consideration of legal and political history: it also involves the study of the religious value attributed to the iuramentum.

This perspective seems to bear directly on the case of king John’s renewal of the coronation oath before Archbishop Langton and its consequences in the months after July 1212. The promises solemnly

---


made by the king were essential to establishing his authority in accordance with the divine will, granting him the loyalty of all his subjects, both secular and ecclesiastical. But the oath was also an explicit and clear boundary to the exercise of an absolute power by the king, who swore in God’s name. As Langton himself stated in a disputed question which dates to the years of his teaching in Paris, that is, before his election to the archbishopric of Canterbury, the sacred value of the oath was “proportional” to its form, so that swearing before the altar and the priest, kneeling, amplifies the oath and makes more serious the perjury in case of a violation of the solemn promise.8

The religious relevance of the oath and the role of the ecclesiastical hierarchy in granting the sacred obligations it determines is certainly part of the cultural development of Latin Europe from the age of the Gregorian Reform in the middle of the eleventh century, when the claim regarding the universal authority of the Apostolic See and the complete freedom of the ecclesiastical hierarchy from any secular power, including kings and emperors, radically questioned the ancient idea of the oath as a sacrament. Such an understanding of the oath, which was proper to the Carolingian period, reflected the sacred status of the monarch as a “consecrated king”, on the model of the ancient kings of Israel, such as David, but also according to a conception of the monarchic authority, particularly the imperial one, shaped on byzantine models.9 Rejecting the Carolingian idea that the status of “protector of the Church” gives to the monarch the authority to rule the Church and manage its hierarchy, the Gregorian Reform started a theological process of distinguishing between the oath as a means to establishing proper political relations and its sacred implications, which granted the force of the promise and were under the control of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. The development of this process involved the emergence of a clear distinction between the oath and the notion of sacrament that acquired a specific theological sense during the twelfth century. This concern about the oath does not engage only the distinction between secular and ecclesiastical powers and the claim regarding the superiority of the latter: inside the Church, the construction of a monarchic hierarchy which culminates with the Pope makes the oath an effective instrument to define the features of ecclesiastical jurisdiction. For instance, in 1215 the Fourth Lateran Council established that an elected patriarch can receive the pallium and therefore be officially in charge of his see only after he has sworn his obedience to the Pope.10

The distinction between the political and ecclesiastical oaths suggests the relevance of this issue not only for legal history but also for religious life. Moreover, it contributes to clarifying that the question of making solemn promises which determine a sacred obligation was addressed by canon and civil lawyers as well as by exegetes and theologians whose aim was to explain the order of reality according to the very content of the Scripture.

Theological accounts of the oath were heavily influenced by the liturgical and spiritual features of Christianity and particularly by the meaning given to the forms of religious life. From the middle of the
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8 Stephen Langton, Quaestio de iuramento (Cambridge, St. John’s College Library, C.7 (57), fol. 235vb): “Verum est quod dicit auctoritas quod quam sanctius est etc., recepta eodem circumstantia et sollemnitate iuranti. Sollemnitas eam sepe facit quod iuramentum maius sit, ut si iuret ante altare coram sacerdotum, flexis genibus, ista aggrauant iuramentum. ‘Once received the circumstance and the solemn observance for the one who swears it is true want the authority says that is that is holiest etc. Solemnity means that the oath is more imp...’”


twelfth century and into the beginning of the thirteenth, the rise of new religious orders which required a formal and public acceptance of a rule, gave relevance to the concept of the vow, whose features were quite similar if not identical to that of the oath. In particular, the foundation of the mendicant orders and their recognition by Innocent III introduced within the Church the vow as the way to join the order through an obligation to respect the rule and to shape one’s own life according to three principal vows: chastity, poverty, and obedience to superiors.11

The opening lines of the very first version of the rule of the Franciscan order, the so-called *Regula non bullata* (1221), explicitly requires these three features of the religious life as the subject of the vow of each member of the order. “The rule and life of these friars – it is said – is this, namely to live in obedience, in chastity and without anything of one’s own, and to follow the doctrine and footsteps of Our Lord Jesus Christ”.12 The final version of the rule, the *Regula bullata*, which Pope Honorius III approved in 1223, developed the structure of the vow, describing the joining of the Franciscan order as a process of examination and spiritual and material purification of the novices. They firstly needed to deal with chastity through a vow of continence and later on to abandon all their goods in order to fulfill the vow of poverty. Finally, after the novitiate, they were allowed to take the final vow of obedience whereby they committed themselves to remaining inside the order.13

The kind of promises and obligations which are the subject of vows seem quite close to those involved in an oath, but they pertain directly to the religious life of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. More precisely, the vow of the mendicant orders provides an answer to the spiritual needs and

12 *Regula bullata*, c. 2, in *La letteratura francescana*, vol. 1, 108-12: ‘Si qui voluerint uitam accipere et uenerint ad fratres nostros, mittant eos ad suos ministros prouinciales, quibus solumnomo et non aliiis recipiendi fratres licentia concedatur. Ministri uero diligenter examinent eos de fide catholica et ecclesiasticis sacramentis. Et si haec omnia credant et uelint ea fideliter confiteri et usque in fine firmiter observare et uxores non habent, uel si habent et iam monasterium intrauerunt uxores, uel licentiam eis dederint auctoritates diocesani episcopi, uoto continentia et usque in castitate et sine proprio, et Domini nostri ius Christi doctrinam et westigia sequi.’  
13 The kind of promise and obligations which are the subject of vows seem quite close to those involved in an oath, but they pertain directly to the religious life of the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. More precisely, the vow of the mendicant orders provides an answer to the spiritual needs and
requirements of a society within which a new awareness of religious matters was growing in many different parts of the society. It is within this general framework, which Marie-Dominique Chenu has described in terms of “Christian evangelicalism”, that Francis of Assisi and Dominic de Guzman founded their respective orders, introducing the vow, which in twelfth-century theological discourse had been important, for instance, for the crusaders, as a key stipulation for joining the order and also for establishing its inner structure.\textsuperscript{14}

In the early thirteenth century all these elements were part of a debate about the oath, which was heavily influenced by the theological discourse at the time and by the development of the mendicant religious life. The scholastic culture matched with this complex historical process, directly dealing with the nature and role of the oath and with its multiple developments. Therefore, the terms iuramentum, promissio and votum became the subject of several analyses and arguments among theologians, including the first Dominican and Franciscan masters of theology at the university of Paris.

2. Joh of La Rochelle: the oath between moral principles and legal order

John of La Rochelle, who was the second Franciscan who held a chair in theology in Paris, devoted special attention to the topic of oaths and vows in his Quaestiones disputatae de legibus. This text, which represents the direct source of the treatise on law of the Summa Halensis, offers the first complete theological discussion of the key concepts of the order of moral laws, describing a structure which includes the eternal law, natural law and positive laws.\textsuperscript{15} John places his investigation of the vow and of the oath within this attempt to describe the foundations of moral life and to fix the theoretical basis of the legal, political and ecclesiastical order according to a theological perspective. The Quaestiones directly deal with the twelfth-century heritage, namely with authors such as Hugh of St. Victor and Peter Lombard; however they also evaluate the contribution of the legal culture and of biblical exegesis. In addition, as a member of the Franciscan order and a renowned theologian, John shows particular care for a matter which was crucial for his own religious framework. During his teaching in Paris, between 1238 and 1245, the order extensively debated the understanding of Francis’s religious experience, and John was one of the theologians involved in the composition of the Expositio quatuor magistrorum, that is, a commentary on the rule of the order whose aim was to offer a theological explanation of its contents.\textsuperscript{16}

John of La Rochelle organizes his Quaestiones de legibus according to a specific series of topics, starting from the examination of the concept of eternal law and then moving on to the study of natural


\textsuperscript{15} Alexander of Hales, Doctoris irrefragabilis Alexandri de Hales Ordinis minorum Summa theologica (SH), 4 vols (Quaracchi: Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1924-48), Vol IV, P2 (nn. 224-605), pp. 313-339. A new edition of the Treatise on Laws of the Summa with a German translation and a commentary is offered in Summa theologica Halensis: De Legibus et Praeceptis: Lateinischer Text mit Übersetzung und Kommentar, 3 vols, ed. Michael Basse (Berlin/Boston: De Gruyter, 2018). See on this Victorin Doucet, ‘Prolegomena in librum III nec non in libros I et II “Summae Fratris Alexandri”,’ in Doctoris irrefragabilis Alexandri de Hales Ordinis minorum Summa theologica, vol. 4 (Quaracchi: Collegium S. Bonaventurae, 1948), ccvii-cccvii and cccliv-ccclxx. The Quaestiones de legibus are transmitted in two manuscripts: Assisi, Biblioteca Comunale 138; Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana,.lat. 782. While the Assisi manuscript has the whole text, the Vatican manuscript contains only the sections on the eternal law and the natural law. Therefore, the section on the oath and the vow is present only in the Assisi manuscript. In the following pages the reference to this manuscript is given using the initial A, followed by the reference to the folios.

law. Once he concludes the discussion concerning the laws which are consistent with God and nature, he considers the “positive” laws, that is the laws which have been established in time by a legitimate authority. This order of genres and species of laws is not only defined according to a logical principle which identifies priorities and pre-eminences, but it also reflects the basic spiritual features of the biblical history of salvation. The eternal law corresponds to God’s creation and describes the kind of relationship and dependence of the latter to the former. Natural law explains the basic moral principles which are consistent with human nature and which establish the rights, duties and obligations that are proper to human beings as human. The failure of natural law in guaranteeing the moral good, due to the consequences of original sin, requires the direct intervention of God’s grace, which corresponds to the establishment of the Mosaic law. As a kind of positive law, this law reaffirms the very content of natural law and develops a series of specific implications connected with the contingency of ancient Israel. The Mosaic law is therefore the first step in a process of restoring of the natural law that has been perfected with the Gospel. The Quaestiones de legibus do not provide a study of the law of the Gospel, but such a discussion is offered in the corresponding section of the Summa Halensis, suggesting that this topic would have been part of the complete theological scheme of the Franciscan master.

John inherits such a ‘historical’ vision from twelfth-century debates about the natural law, which had considered this concept as properly referred to the pre-lapsarian state of Adam and Eve. In the decade before John’s teaching, the inclusion of this approach to the matter of law is attested in some Parisian disputed questions. Dealing with the analysis of the nature of moral law, the Franciscan master uses these arguments to shape his own theological perspective and establishes a key distinction between two genres of law, that is, the innate law and the prescribed law. While the first genre includes both eternal and natural law, the latter involves two species of law. On the one hand, there are the laws that human beings prescribe for themselves; on the other hand, there are the laws which another authority, namely, God, prescribes to human beings. This second species of prescribed law clearly includes both the Mosaic law and the law of the Gospel, while the first one involves the vow, which John classifies as the act which is the possibility of each human being to impose on himself an obligation and a boundary which has the force of the law.\textsuperscript{7}

The vow is therefore part of the whole order of the laws upon which rest both the moral life and the ecclesiastical order. More specifically, the vow emerges as a means of enforcing some contents of the innate laws, particularly the natural law, which is parallel to the God-given law. Quite significantly, John does not identify the lex voti with the law of pagan people: on the contrary, it is fully part of a religious account of law which considers the law of the Gospel as the full completion of the moral life.

The master organizes this section on the law of the vow according to a quite analytical index which considers four major issues, namely the essence of the vow, its object, its subject, and finally, the kind of obligation it determines. Each of these aspects is further divided into more specific questions which contribute to deepening the theological analysis. In doing so, John is able not only to examine and define the vow but also to stress similarities and differences with other key-concepts, namely, ‘sacrament’ and ‘oath’.

The starting point of the Franciscan master is a survey of the different theological, exegetical, and legal authoritative sources on the issue of the vow. He assumes Peter Lombard’s definition as the proper


\textsuperscript{8} John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones de legibus (A fol. 220va): ‘Cum multiplex sit lex, scilicet innata et addita, postea quesitum est de lege innata que naturalis dicitur, sequitur uidere consequenter de lege addita, que duplex est: una quam facit sibi homo et alia que fit homini. Prima est lex voti. ‘[Since the law is multiple, that is innate and prescribed, then it is asked about the innate law which is called natural; then it follows to consider the prescribed law, which is multiple: one that human being prescribes to himself and the other that is given to the human being. The first one is the law of the vow.’]
description of the nature of the vow and therefore notes: “the vow is the witnessing of a spontaneous promise which has to be made to God and concerning those things that pertain to God”. Considering the features of the vow, John inquires how to properly define it: is it a matter of an explicit and external solemn promise? Does it require the use of words, or is it just the liturgical gesture that gives force of obligation to the promise? What is the meaning of the lemma, “that pertain to God”? Which human faculty is directly involved in making a vow? Is the term ‘vow’ used properly or ambiguously in this kind of search?

Dealing with these questions, John is able firstly to focus on the very essence of the vow, stressing a difference between two species of vow. On the one hand, there is the simple vow, which just requires a solemn promise of the heart and does not necessarily involve a public statement or act. According to Gratian and the legal tradition, this kind of vow involves “the conception of a good dome with firm deliberation”. Peter Lombard’s definition concerns another kind of vow, namely the solemn one, which requires testifying before the Church, that is, not only publicly but also before a sacred authority. John notes also that, assuming a broader meaning of the word “testify”, the simple vow can be included under the auspices of Peter Lombard’s statement, because in the solemn promise of the heart, there is an interior testimony of the conscience.

The distinction between the simple and the solemn vow goes back to the twelfth century. Its roots can be found in Peter Lombard’s distinction between a private and solemn vow, which falls within the genre of an individual vow. The Lombard introduces such a distinction in his discussion of marriage, noting that if the violation of a private vow involves mortal sin, the violation of a solemn and public vow adds public outrage. Qualifying the private vow as simplex, Langton develops Peter Lombard’s doctrine, stressing the theological features that make both the simple and the solemn vow a religious matter, which requires the intervention of the ecclesiastical authority. More in detail, he refers the two species of the vow to two different states of Christ: while the simple vow relates to the union of Christ’s soul with his human body before the Passion, the solemn vow signifies the same union after the resurrection. Therefore, taking
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22 Peter Lombard, Sententiae in IV libris distinctae IV, d. 38, c. 1, 2 vols, ed. Ignatius C. Brady, Spicilegium Bonaventurianum, 4-5 (Grottaferrata: Editiones Collegii S. Bonaventurae, 1971-81), 2:478¹: ‘Votum est testificatio quaedam promissionis spontaneae, quae Deo et de his quae Dei sunt proprie fieri debet’.


24 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 223va-b): ‘Votum duplex est, scilicet simplex et sollemne. Simplex uotum nihil requirit nisi sponsionem cordis, et secundum hoc diffinitur: “Votum est conceptio boni” etc. In uoto autem sollemne requiritur testificatio in facie ecclesie. Vnde de sollemnpi intelligitur ista definitio: “Votum est testificatio” etc. Altiter etiam posset concedi, extenso nomine testificasionis, quod etiam in uoto simplici est testificatio interior facta sibi, iuxta illud ad Rom. ii: “Testimonium illis prohibente conscientia” etc. Et secundum hoc illa ratio conuenit uoto simplici et sollemnpi’. ‘[The vow is twofold, that is simplex and solemn. The simple vow requires nothing more than the solemn promise of the heart, and according to which is defined: “The vow is the conception of the good” etc. However, in the solemn vow it is required the witness in front the Church. Thus, about the solemn is realized this definition: “The vow is witness” etc. It can be understood in a different way, widely using the name witness, that also in the simple vow there is an interior witness made to himself, according to that passage of the epistle to the Romans II: “their conscience bearing witness to them” etc. And according to this, that definition agrees with the simple and solemn vow.’

25 Peter Lombard, Sententiae IV, d. 38, c. 2 (Brady, 2:478-479): Singulare uotum alius est privatum, alius sollemne. Privatum est in abscondito factum; sollemne in conspicu Ecclesiae factum. Item privatum uotum si violetur, peccatum est mortale; sollemne vero violare peccatum est et scandalum’. ‘[The singular vow on one side is private and on the other solemn. The private is made in secret; the solemn is made in front of the Church. Also, the violation of the private vow is a mortal sin; otherwise, the violation of a solemn vow is a sin and a scandal.]’

26 Stephen Langton, Quaestio de voto (Cambridge, St. John’s College Library, C.7 (57), fol. 323rb): ‘Votum simplex sacramentum est coniunctionis animae Christi cum suo corpore quals fuit ante passionem. Set ante passionem fuit variabilis et dissolubilis, quia et corpus erat corruptibile et anima passibila, et ideo uotum simplex quod est signum illius variabilis est, et per matrimonium dissoluble est. Votum autem sollemne sacramentum est illius coniunctionis que fuit in anima et corpore Christi in resurrectione. Illa fuit invariabilis, et ideo uotum sollemne est indissoluble’. I would like to deeply thank Andrea Nannini,
a simple vow means making a private, solemn promise to God, which includes the possibility of changing one’s mind, because it assumes as a paradigm for its sacredness the hypostatic union of body and soul in Christ before the Passion, that is, something which was subject to change because Jesus’s body was still corruptible and mortal. Developing the metaphor, Langton notes that after the resurrection, the union of body and soul in Christ became invariable, because Christ’s resurrected body is no longer mortal nor corruptible. Therefore, the solemn vow, which signifies the union after the resurrection, involves an insolvable obligation.

Langton’s description of the sacred nature of the vow and of its obligation was widely known in the Parisian milieu at the time of John of La Rochelle’s teaching. However, dealing with the distinction between the simple and the solemn vow, the Franciscan master stressed their reference, to the private and public nature of the two species of solemn promise, respectively, rather than searching for the theological meaning of each one of them. He firstly establishes a clear distinction between the two species of vow that is able to explain the meaning of both the theological and legal definitions of the vow, but which also defines a sort of hierarchy between them according to which Peter Lombard’s definition can be assumed as a general definition.25

3. Similarities and differences with the sacrament
Considering the role of an intention, the spoken word, and an act, with respect to the vow and its force, John considers the closeness between the concept of the vow and marriage. It is a question that has become common among theologians and canonists and which can be also enlarged upon to evaluate the definition of the vow in terms of the category of “sacrament”. Evidently, marriage has the same elements involved in the vow. It requires firstly a private consent before each one’s conscience. Later on, it needs to be solemnly ratified before the Church. Finally, the spouses have to consummate the marriage with their physical union. An interior solemn promise, an exterior solemn promise, and an act are the three features of the vow as well as of the marriage.

Peter Lombard has already stressed the need to discuss the relationship between the vow and the marriage in order to explain the impossibility of combining the two things: vow-taking excludes the possibility of a contract in marriage.26 The Lombard is clearly considering the religious vow, that is, the kind of solemn promise, private or public, which is at the basis of a specific lifestyle. More in detail, he refers to the vow of chastity, which defines an obligation contrary to the one involved by the marriage.

Stephen Langton follows Peter Lombard in explaining that the concept of the vow properly and primarily refers to the obligation of those who belong to a religious order. Fasting, making pilgrimage, and similar actions are the subjects of vowing, while the marriage is of a completely different nature: it is a sacrament.27 Therefore, the basic question concerns the relation between the notions of vow and sacrament. According to their definitions, the subject of both the vow and the sacrament is a sign of sacred

who is working towards a critical edition of Langton’s *Quaestio de voto* and kindly allowed me to use his text. I give the reference to the folios of the Cambridge manuscript, even if the *Quaestio* is preserved in different versions in the various manuscript collections of Langton’s disputed questions.


26 Petrus Lombardus, *Sententiae* IV, d. 38, c., (Brady, 2:4785a): ‘Qui privatum faciunt votum continentiae, matrimonium contrahere non debent, quia contrahendo mortaliter peccant’. [‘Those who make a private vow of continence, do not have to contract marriage, because in doing so they commit mortal sin.’]

27 Stephen Langton, *Quaestio de voto* (Cambridge, St. John’s College Library, C.7 (57), fol. 320ra): ‘Votum dicitur obligatio facta de his operibus que in genere spectant ad religionem, sicut ad ieiunandum, peregrinandum et consimilia. Matrimonium autem non est talis obligatio, et ideo non dicitur uotum’. [‘The vow is said an obligation made on those things which usually concern religion, such as fasting, making a pilgrimage, and the like. However, marriage is not such kind of obligation, and therefore it is not called vow.’]
things, and thus it would seem possible to identify them. On the basis of Peter Lombard’s clear distinction between a vow and marriage, Langton stresses the different nature of the vow with respect to the notion of a sacrament. 28 The latter concerns salvation and provides a remedy for spiritual deficiency: baptism, for instance, aims at salvation because without it there cannot be eternal salvation. Therefore, marriage, as a sacrament, offers a remedy against spiritual deficiency. By contrast, the vow does not consist in a reaction to spiritual deficiency, but rather corresponds to an effective power: the one who can fulfill the corresponding obligation is able to make the vow.

John of La Rochelle highlights the distinction between a vow and a sacrament, including marriage. The Franciscan master particularly focuses on the fact that a sacrament properly signifies a sacred thing and for this reason, it determines an obligation, while the vow is the expression of the intention to submit oneself to an obligation. This difference is quite evident precisely in the case of marriage, because this sacrament signifies the union of God with the soul through the consent of two souls. Due to this feature, marriage requires the explicit consent of the spouses, without which neither the words nor the physical relationship is valid. The vow has a different feature, because what is crucial in the case of a solemn promise which determines an obligation is the intention to submit to the obligation. This intention is sometimes associated with an interior statement without an interior intention, and in other cases, it is associated with an explicit statement or with an act. In each of these cases, the vow is fulfilled, because the combination of the intention to submit to the obligation with a statement or an act which explicitly expresses the promise gives force to the obligation. 29

Therefore, there is a clear difference between the vow and the sacrament, particularly with marriage. In the latter the explicit consent of man and woman is required, while in the vow, it is crucial to combine the intention with a form of implicit or explicit demonstration of such an intention. Here, John deepens his analysis, questioning how the intention to submit to an obligation is fulfilled by an explicit statement or action if the one who takes the vow has an internal, opposing purpose which does not establish an obligation. The answer to such a question allows the Franciscan master to examine the role of the vow as a key-concept in religious life, particularly within religious orders, as well as in defining the

28 Stephen Langton, Quaestio de voto (Cambridge, St. John’s College Library, C.7 (57), fol. 32ra): ‘Quodlibet sacramentum uel est ad salutem uel ad remedium infirmitatis. Siclicet ad salutem, idest sanctificans, ut baptismus, quia sine eo non est salus. Ad remedium infirmitatis, ut matrimonium. Votum autem non est ad salutem quia sine eo potest esse salus, nec ad remedium infirmitatis. Non enim ad infirmos spectat uouere, set potius ad fortes, et ideo uotum non dicitur sacramentum.’ [‘Every sacrament concerns the salvation or the remedy of the weakness: it concerns salvation, that is it sanctifies, such as baptism, because there is no salvation without it; it concerns the remedy of the weakness, such as marriage. However, the vow does not concern the salvation, because the salvation is possible without it, nor it concerns the remedy of the weakness. In fact, it does not look at those who are weak to vow, but rather to those who are strong, and therefore the vow is not called sacrament.’]

29 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 32vb): ‘Ad aliud quod querit an solo uerbo uel facto possit esse obligatio et uotum, dicendum quod non est simile de uoto et matrimonio, quia uotum non est sacramentum, sed matrimonium sic. Vnde, cum sit signum conjitutionis Dei ad animam per consensus animarum, requiritur in matrimonio de necessitate expressus consensus animarum, aliquin nihil ualet uerbum aut consinio carnalis. In uoto autem intentio obligandi quandoque copulatur uerbo interiori sine proposito interiori, quandoque uerbo exteriori, quandoque facto, quandoque copulatur intentio obligandi alieni istorum, est uotum completum; vnde cum proposito obligandi cum testificatione oris est promissio et uotum similiter in facto, si copuletur intentio obligandi, erit uotum.’ [‘To that argument which questions if with the word alone or with the fact is possible to have obligation and vow, it has to be answered that it is not similar the vow and the marriage, because the vow is not a sacrament but the marriage does. Thus, since it is a sign of the conjunction of God to the soul through the consent of the souls, in the marriage the explicit consent of the souls is necessarily required, otherwise the word and or the physical union has no value. However, in the vow the intention to create obligation is sometimes combined with the inner word but without the inner purpose, sometimes to the external verb, sometimes to the fact, and when the intention to create obligation is combined with some of these there is a completed vow. Therefore, with the purpose to oblige with the witness of the oral testimony is a promise and the vow, similarly made, if the intention to oblige is combined, there will be the vow.’]
extent of legitimate ecclesiastical authority. It is the intention of the one who vows that determines the obligation, but such an intention can be of two types: on one side, there is the intention of the aim, and on the other side, there is the intention of the act. Both these intentions are proper of the one who vows, but with a significant difference. The intention of the aim requires a clear understanding of such an aim to which the vow tends and therefore a clear consciousness of all the implications of vow-taking. By contrast, the intention of the action is proper at least to the one who understands in a different sense the words that oblige him or intends to do what they oblige him to do.39

This second kind of intention, which concerns the action only, is sufficient to determine the obligation of the vow, as in the case – John explains – of heretics whose obligation towards the Church derives from their baptism. This reference defines a parallel between the relation of the heretic with the Church and between the one who vows and the force of their obligation. The heretic is under the legitimate jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical authority because of their baptism. Even if they wrongly understand the sacred reality that the sacrament signifies, they remain bound by the obligations taken towards the Church: by the act of receiving baptism, they have joined the societas christianae and are therefore under the jurisdiction of the hierarchy that rules such a societas. In a similar way, the one who vows has at least an understanding of the meaning of the act they are performing and therefore knows that it determines an obligation. Even if they misunderstand the aim of their vow, because they differently interpret the statement they are making, the consciousness of what kind of act a vow involves determines their being bound by the promise they make.

Since the vow can involve a double intention, it also determines two types of obligation. The Franciscan master clearly refers to the vow that the members of a religious order are required to make in order to join it. In fact, he explains that for those who enter the order, the obligation is not absolute, because they are allowed to leave it or to switch to a different religious order before continuing and pronouncing the final and solemn vow. Considering the Franciscan milieu to which John of La Rochelle belonged, this ‘simple’ obligation is the one which depends on the first two vows, namely, of chastity and poverty, which according to the Regula bullata are required to become a novice and to have access to the period of at least one year devoted to become acquainted with the order and its rule. It was at the end of this noviciate that the candidate was able to pronounce his solemn vow, as perseverans (one persevering). This vow, which involves the solemn promise to obey superiors, obliges the novice to remain in the order, and precludes the possibility of leaving it. The solemn vow concerning the complete acceptance of the rule of the order, puts the said novice under the jurisdiction of his superiors, making him a frater but also legitimizing the authority over him of the order and of the Pope, to whom goes the obedience of all the mendicant orders.

39 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 22:vb): ‘Sed quomodo potest <esse> quod intentio obligandi completur urbe exteriori vel facto, cum interius habeat propositum oppositi, scilicet non obligandi? Dicendum quod est duplex intentio, scilicet finis et operis. Intentio finis est in illo qui intendit se obligare, intentio operis est in illo ad minus qui intendit diversa urba quae dicit obligantes se uel qui intendit facere illud quod faciunt obligantes, et ista intentio sufficit ad obligationem uoti, sicut in hereticus baptismum intra ecclesiam. Dicendum quod dupliciter potest intendere obligare <esse>, quia potest intendere obligare se sicut obligantur intrantes et hoc modo antequam perficiatur potest exire et ire ad alium ordinem. Si uero intendit se obligare sicut obligantur perseverantes, tenetur stare et non potest exire’. [‘How it can happened that the intention to oblige will be united with the external word or with the fact, when inwardly there is an opposite purpose, for instance of not obliging? It must be said that there is a double intention, that is, of the end and of the work. The intention of the end is in the one who wants to oblige himself; the intention of the work is in the one who, at least, means different words which oblige himself or means to do that that those who are obliged do, and this intention is sufficient to the obligation of the vow, such as in the case of the heretics the baptism is sufficient in the Church. It must be said that to oblige himself can be understood twofold, because it is possible to understand to oblige himself as those who are obliged are, and in this way, before this is perfected, one can go out and enter another order. On the contrary, if to oblige himself is understood as the persevering oblige themselves, it means staying and not being able to leave.’]
4. The vow and the oath: two forms of obligation

John of La Rochelle’s discussion of the vow as a form of prescribed law led him to consider a third issue, namely, the relation of this notion to the oath. Peter Lombard’s definition of the vow as a witnessing of a spontaneous promise would suggest an equivalence between the two notions, particularly because the oath itself involves a promise concerning sacred things and requires the witnessing of a spontaneous promise.

Dealing with this problem, the Franciscan master faced a long theological debate which already distinguished the *iuramentum* from the *votum*. For instance, in the writings of the masters of Laon in the early twelfth century, the vow was already presented as a specific genre of solemn promise combining a certain statement with a specific ritual which involved the clergy in order to signify an obligation taken before God. In contrast, the oath is qualified as an obligation caused by evil and namely by the weakness of human nature that is required to secure the natural obligations among human beings through a solemn promise made before humans and before God.

This distinction clearly establishes a different framework for thinking about the vow and the oath. As Peter Lombard noted in his *Sentences*, the latter is part of the moral and legal order and its place, according to the theological perceptive, is part of the discussion of the ten commandments. The oath is therefore treated in terms of the explicit ban on swearing which is given both in the Old and New Testaments, in order to explain the meaning of these prohibitions and define the perspective according to which it would be legitimate to take one. In light of the prohibitions against oath-taking in Scripture,
Christian authors from late antiquity onwards had tried to establish the proper object of the biblical prohibitions, particularly in the New Testament, and what kind of oath could be considered acceptable and required. Peter Lombard firstly stressed that the difference between a good and legitimate oath and a bad one depends upon the circumstances in which the oath is taken and particularly upon the existence of a necessity. Swearing without necessity is a sin, as it involves swearing false things, because in this case the oath, which calls upon God as a witness, involves an abuse of this supreme role of God. The Lombard explains: "Swearing spontaneously and with no need, or false swearing, is a grave sin. However, oath-taking by necessity, for instance, to assert one's own innocence, or to lend support to peace, or to persuade hearers about what is useful for them, it is not evil because it is necessary."  

Quite significantly, Peter Lombard does not qualify the oath as 'good' but draws a distinction between the evil oath and the necessary one, suggesting that oath-taking is never good in itself, but that it can be necessary and therefore legitimate, not least from a religious perspective. Quoting Augustine, both in the Sentences and in his Gloss to the epistle to the Romans, the Lombard notes that the oath is not good in itself but can avoid being evil because of its necessity. Such necessity is due to the indolence of human beings in understanding what is useful for them. The biblical prohibitions on oath-taking are due to the nature of the oath, namely to its sacred character which follows from calling God as a witness to the promise made to another. Precisely the "calling of God" fixes specific boundaries to the oath. More in detail, as Langton has stated, the prohibition on swearing in the Old Testament aims at forbidding idolatry, because it is specifically directed against the practice of swearing an oath on idols or creatures. In contrast, Jesus's prohibition according to the Sermon on the Mount does not prevent idolatry but aims at continuing 

---

34 Peter Lombard, Sententiae III, d. 39, c. 4 (Brady, 2:221): ʻSponte enim et sine necessitate iurare, vel falsum iurare, peccatum grande est. Ex necessitate autem iurare, scilicet vel ad asserendam innocentiam, vel ad foedera pacis confirmanda, vel ad persuadendum auditoribus quod est ei utile, malum non est, quia necessarium'.

35 Peter Lombard, Sententiae III, d. 39, c. 4 (Brady, 2:221): ʻUnde Augustinus: "Iuramentum faciendum est in necessariis, cum pigri sunt homines credere quod est ei utile. Iuratio non est bona, non tamen mala cum est necessaria", id est non est appetenda sicut bona, non tamen fugienda tamquam mala, cum est necessaria'. ʻ[Thus Augustine: "It is necessary to swear in case of need, when the human beings are lazy in believing in what is useful for them. The oath is not good, but however not evil when it is necessary", that is it must not be desired as good, however it does not have to be avoided as evil when it is necessary.].' Peter Lombard, Collectanea in omnes D. Pauli Apostoli Epistolas, ad Rom. 1.93, (PL 191:235C): ʻJuramentum enim faciendum est in necessariis, cum pigri sint homines credere quod eis est utile; non est juratio bona, id est appetenda, non tamen mala, id est prohibita, cum est necessaria, licet sit a malo infirmitatis eorum quibus aliquid dicitur'. ʻ[It is necessary to swear when it is necessary, when human beings are lazy in believing what is useful for them; no oath is good, that is it has to be desired, however it is not evil, that is forbidden, when it is necessary, even if it is of the weakness of the those of whom is said something.]' The Augustinian basis of this argument is Augustinus, De sermone Domini in Monte I, c. 17, n. 31 (Mutzenbecher, 58).
to forbid swearing an oath on creatures, because only an oath taken with God as witness can be legitimate. 36

The fact that oath-taking determines an obligation, which one commits a grave sin in disregarding, would suggest an equivalence with the vow or, as Langton has noted, the idea that the oath could be considered as a species of vow. Both the vow and the oath involve the same elements, namely, the promise and the witness, as well as the involvement of God, which gives a sacred character to the act. However, there are some basic differences, starting from the fact that the vow is made to God while the oath is made on God, that is, the vow determines an obligation towards God, and the oath establishes an obligation with other people and has both God and human beings as witnesses.

John of La Rochelle deepens the question by stressing that a correct analysis of the definition of a vow clearly reveals its differences from an oath. 37 Firstly, the master notes, Peter Lombard’s definition aims at establishing the declaratory or promissory nature of the vow. According to the words of the Sentences, 36

36 Stephen Langton, Quaestio de iuramento (Cambridge, St. John’s College Library, C.7 (57), fol. 235va-vb): ‘Alia de causa <iuramentum> prohibitum est in ueteri testamento alia in nouo. In ueteri prohibitum est quia iudaei proni erant ad ydolatriam et si iurarent per creaturas, fortas crederent numen inesse creature, et ideo prohibitum fuit ne iurarent per creaturas. In euangelio uero prohibitum fuit quia apostoli potuerunt credere quod cessante hac causa cessaret prohibitio et ita quod licite possent iurare per creaturas et non teneri Deum cum non crederent numen inesse creature. Vnde in Matheo prohibuit. Dicebant enim pharisei ut habeatur in Matheo: “Qui iurat per templum Dei nihil est, et qui iurat in altari nihil est”. Sed Dominus dixit: “Qui iurat in altari iurat in eo et in omnibus que sunt super illud et qui iurat per templum iurat in eo qui habitat in templo”, etc. Ergo patet quod qui iurat per creaturam iurat per creatorem; ergo tenet reddere Deo iuramenta, ergo equalem est iurare per creaturam et per creatorem quod sanctum est quia auctoritas dicit: quanto sanctius est idem per quod iurat tanto penalius est per iurum; ergo gravius est iurare per Deum quam per templum’. [The oath is forbidden for a cause in the Old Testament and for another in the New Testament. In the Old it is forbidden because the Jews were prone to idolatry and they have sworn on the creatures, they would surely have believed that there was of the divine in the creatures, and therefore they were forbidden so that they didn’t swear on the creatures. In the Gospel, on the other hand, it was forbidden for the apostles to believe that, once this cause ceased, the prohibition also ceased and so they could swear on the creatures and not be held to God, since they did not believe that there was divine in creatures. Therefore in Matthew he forbade. In fact, as it is said in Matthew, the Pharisees said: “He who swears by the temple of God performs a null act, and he who swears on the altar performs a null act”. But the Lord said: “Who swears on the altar swears on it and on all that is above it and who swears on the time swears on everything that is in the temple”, etc. From this it follows that the one who swears on a creature swears by the creator who is holy because authority says: how much more holy is what he swears on, the more guilty is perjury; therefore, it is more serious to swear on God than on the temple.’

37 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 22vb): ‘Ad illud quod obicitur de iuramento dicendum quod per ea que ponuntur in diffinissance uoti excludituis iuramentum. Nota ergo quare singula ponantur in diffinitione. Prima quia scilicet sunt assertoria et promissoria. Vt ostendatur quod uotum non est attestatio assertoria sed promissoria dicitur ‘promissionis’. Item, ut ostendatur quod non est promissionis eorum que sunt necessaria ad salutem additur promissio ‘spontanea’. Item, quia promissio posset fieri hoc additur ‘deo’; et quia deo posset fieri promissio di illicitis, additur ‘de his que ad deum pertinent’, in qua intelligitur quod uotum debet fieri de bonis, non de malis. Lam patet differentia ad iuramentum, quia quoddam iuramentum est assertorium, uotum non. Item, uotum fit deo, iuramentum homini siue proximo. Item, iuramentum fit per Deum, uotum <ms. iuramentum> autem non per Deum, sed Deo fit. Item, iuramentum finem habet fidem, vnde fit propter necessitatem; uotum autem propter opus et habet finem bonitatem; vnde in iuramento est assertio ut audiatur in uota est promissio ut compleatur’. [To the objection concerning the oath it must be said that through those things that are set in the definition of the vote, the oath is excluded. Note therefore why individual things are placed in the definition. The first because they are assertive and make promises. In order to show that the vote is not as assertive attestation but that it makes promises it is said ‘of the promise’. Furthermore, to show that it does not belong to the promise of the things that are necessary for salvation is added ‘spontaneous’ promises. Moreover, since the promise can happen, it is added ‘to God’; and since unlawful things can be promised to God, ‘things concerning God’ is added, with which expression means that the vow must concern good things and not evil. At this point the difference with the oath is clear, since an oath is assertive, the vow does not. Moreover, the vow happens for God, the oath for man of neighbor. Moreover, the oath happens on God, the vow does not happen on God but to God. Moreover, the oath has faith as its end, so it happens by necessity; the vow happens by the result and has goodness as its end; therefore in the oath there is an assertion so that it is heard, in the vow there is a promise for it to be accomplished.’]
the vow concerns a promise, but it refers to specific subjects: a vow does not concern what is necessary for salvation, and therefore the definition stresses that such a promise is spontaneous and not forced. A first significant difference between the vow and the oath therefore concerns the fact that the former requires a completely free decision not forced by necessity, while the latter is legitimate and acceptable from a religious point of view only if it derives from a necessity. This feature is clear also from the assertive character of the statement of the oath, which in fact has the form of a solemn declaration rather than of a solemn promise. In addition, John notes that Peter Lombard’s definition clarifies that a vow is a promise made to God only and not to human beings, stressing a double difference from the oath. The latter is, in fact, made to God as a witness of the promise and not as the subject to whom the promise is addressed. Finally, according to Peter Lombard, the vow concerns “those things which belong to God”; in other words, it is possible to vow only good things and never evil things. By contrast, an oath can concern evil things, and this is because its aim is to establish trust between human beings, and it achieves this result through necessity, while the vow involves an action and its aim is goodness.

On this basis, John concludes, the nature of the oath depends on the need of the statement to be publicly delivered in order to create the required conditions of mutual trust. In contrast, the vow is a promise because it expresses the commitment to perform a good action that must be fulfilled. Certainly, there are formal similarities between the oath and the vow. As John of La Rochelle notes, the vow, as promise which manifests the intention to be subject to an obligation, entails three basic conditions: trust with respect to the conscience of the one who vows, judgment about the cause of the vow in order not to invoke the name of God in vain, and justice, so that what has been promised is licit and just. These same three conditions, as Jerome had stressed in a crucial auctoritas, are required also for the oath in order to make it licit from a religious perspective and in relation to the biblical prohibitions on oath-taking. The failure to meet one of these conditions, both in the context of an oath and avow, results in evil, but in different ways. An oath taken without justice is a sin, because the one who is swearing is taking on an obligation which is illicit and unjust. Such an oath is illegitimate, and it does not have the force of an obligation. Rather, if the one who is swearing lacks knowledge of the truth, or consciousness of what kind of obligation he is taking, and judgment, or the recognition of the existence of an effective necessity to call God as a witness of his statement, he is certainly committing sin. However, the obligation he is taking is valid, because it is licit. As John notes: “He who swears unwisely and against his conscience swears without truth and justice and therefore he sins, but he is still obliged.”

Similarly, in the case of a vow, it is not possible to have obligation if the subject of the promise is illicit or unjust, but while in the case of the oath this determines the loss of obligation and a sin, in the case of the vow, it results in sacrilege. Vowing without judgement, or without the understating of the need to do so, is a sin but does not threaten the obligation taken with the vow, which still maintains its justice and

---

38 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 221ra): ‘Votum dicit promissionem cum intentione obligandi, et hoc modo debet habere tres comites, sicut iuramentum, quod habet haere uritatem respectu conscientiae iurationis ut credat esse uerum, iudicium quantum ad causam ne accipiatur nomen Dei in uanum, et iustitiam quantum ad illud quod iuratur ut sit licitum. Similiter uotum debet habere uritatem ut habeatur in corde quod haberetur in uerbo, debet etiam habere iudicium quantum ad causam ne uuueat indiscrete, et iusticiam ut quod uuuetur sit licitum et iustum’. [The vow indicates the promise with the intention of being obliged, and in this way must have three companions, such as the oath, which has the truth with respect to the conscience of the swearing that it believes that the judgment is true, as to the cause so that it is not used the name of God in vain, and justice as to what is sworn to be lawful. In a similar way the vow must have the truth so that what is affirmed in words is in the heart, it must also have judgment as to the cause so that it does not vote in a disorderly way, and justice so that what is the object of the vote is lawful and just.]

39 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 221ra): ‘Si ergo aliquod istorum defecerit in uoto uel iuramento, male fit’. [If something of these were missing in the vow of in the oath it would be bad.]

40 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 221ra): ‘Sine autem uritate et iusticia iuratur qui indiscrete et contra conscientiam iurat, et ideo peccat et tamen obligatur’.
its truth, that is, a correspondence between the statement made through words and the statement in the heart.42

5. The sacred but not sacramental nature of the oath

John of La Rochelle’s analysis of the vow as a prescribed law allows for evaluating some key features of the historical evolution of the concept and practice of oath-taking between twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. The master’s care for a clear distinction between the notions of a vow, a sacrament, and an oath aims at avoiding every possible ambiguity or confusion among terms which in the early thirteenth century already designate three different things. The development of sacramental theology, throughout the twelfth century, reveals how a sacrament is a sign of divine things through which God’s grace directly operates, marking a clear distinction from the oath which is a human action which calls on God as a witness. More in detail, since the oath establishes an obligation among human beings whose respect depends on the act of swearing before God, the theologians examine the differences between the obligation determined by the oath and that which follows from a sacrament such as marriage. The same kind of analysis allows one to understand the specific features of the vow as a third kind of action that determines an obligation, different from the oath and the sacrament. In this case, as John explains, the obligation which is established is not a relation of mutual trust between human beings whose pact rests upon the calling of God as witness. Vow-taking involves freely and spontaneously submitting oneself to an obligation towards God.

John of La Rochelle’s remarks seem to specify that the vow is mainly a religious matter, whose value rests upon its being part of the theological moral order that makes the positive and prescribed laws consistent with the innate and God-given laws. The vow mainly concerns the religious life and its form, and it is the basis for a series of obligations that have a religious and moral value because they submit the one who is vowing to God and they are good in themselves. Since it is a promise made directly to God, a vow that is broken does not involve a simple sin but a sacrilege, or failure in a commitment which is good in itself. By contrast, the oath seems to be considered mainly as a matter of granting trust within the basic social and legal relationships among human beings. Its sacred character does not depend on its own nature but on calling God as a witness, which gives to the statement of obligation the required force. According to Scripture, an oath is not good, but it can be necessary because of the weakness of human nature, which requires to imparting a sacred character to a commitment, in order to give force to the mutual obligation of the contractors.

John’s account is certainly part of the historical process of the ‘de-sacralization’ of the oath which starts in the eleventh century with the Gregorian Reform. The Franciscan master suggests that while the oath is proper to secular relationships, the vow is the form of obligation which characterises religious life. It is certainly true that the oath still has an important role within the Church, as the decrees of the Fourth Lateran Council suggest. The oath is required for bishops and archbishops, but it can also be asked of laymen, in order to establish an obligation of loyalty to legitimate authorities, both political and

42 John of La Rochelle, Quaestiones disputatae de legibus (A fol. 22ra): ‘Differt tamen, quia si in iuramento deficiat iusticia, peccat quod iurat, sed non obligatur, quia illicitum est iurare. Quando autem deficit veritas, <ut> iudicium, peccat qui iurat et tamen obligatur, sine iusticia fuit iuramentum quando <David> iuravit occidere Nabal. Sine veritate et iusticia iurat qui indiscreet et contra conscientiam iurat, et ideo peccat et tamen obligatur. Similiter uotum, si non habet iusticiam, sacrilegium est et non uotum. Si autem decet necessitas eul iudicium, peccat touens et tamen obligatur’. [‘It is different, because if the oath lacked justice, it would be sinful the fact of swearing, but it would no be obliged, because it would be illegal to swear. But when truth is lacking, like judgment, he who takes an oath sins but remains obliged: the oath was without justice when David swore to kill Nabal. The one who swears without truth and justice, he swears in a disorderly and conscientious way, and therefore sins and yet is obliged. Similarly the vote, if it does not have justice, is sacrilege and is not a vote. But if he lacks necessity and judgment, the one who makes the vow sins and is nevertheless obliged.’]
ecclesiastical. However, swearing means solemnly stating an obligation before God which involves a mutual relationship between the parties, because, as John of La Rochelle notes, its aim is to grant safety. Therefore, the oath appears as a sort of agreement which concerns an exchange and is based on mutual trust, which is granted by calling on God as a witness. The one who breaks such an agreement commits sin because they are lying before God. Thus, the oath is a useful means of giving stability to human relationships, which is not good, it is necessary for overcoming human weakness. Thus, theological discourse in this period gradually ‘de-sacralized’ the oath by progressively defining its boundaries: only in case of need an oath is legitimate and only if it concerns just things does it determine a real obligation. Within the Church the oath does not concern properly what is good in itself but the safety of the *societas christiana*. In other words, it is a means to establishing and defining the legitimacy of ecclesiastical authorities and the exercise of their jurisdiction.

With respect to this secular field, the vow introduces a further level of obligation which is completely religious and involves not the mutual obligation among human beings but the relationship between a human being and God. The concept of vow, which in the eleventh and twelfth centuries was closely linked to religious practices and to the crusades, with the mendicant orders became the means to joining an evangelical life-style which is not required but is good in itself, because it imitates the life of Christ and the apostles. From a theological point of view, while the oath gives a sacred value to human obligations, the vow establishes an obligation which recalls the one that Jesus accepted by submitting himself to God’s will. The vow is thus part of that ideal of *imitatio Christi*, which was crucial to the rise and success of the mendicant orders and determines relevant effects within the Church. The full sacred character of the vow involves a much more stable relationship of obedience to the ecclesiastical authority, with respect to the oath. The obedience to superiors, in fact, is the only way to fulfill the solemn promise made to God that the vow establishes. According to this perspective, if the oath is reduced and limited in its effectiveness and value, the vow strongly reinforces the building of a monarchic structure within the Church. Quite significantly, Gregory IX justified his excommunication of Frederick II in September 1227 on the basis of the Emperor’s unwillingness to honour his crusading vow, and in 1245, Innocent IV used this same justification against the Emperor to obtain the approval of the Council of Lyon to depose Frederick. Since the vow determines an obligation towards God, it is only the Pope, the *vicarius Christi*, who is the final and legitimate spokesman of God’s will and therefore the one able to grant an obligation whose violation is not just a sin but a sacrilege.